Ladybug
Observation
& Research
Digital
Center

.

• Landscape & portrait versions for 8.5” x 11” letter paper
• EDITABLE Google Slides format and PDF file format for printing
and/or posting
• Excerpt of competencies and standards
addressed included

• Editable Google Docs format
• Video read-aloud of each
Research Notebook linked
• Choice of 4 versions with
different levels of
complexity and citation
requirements

• 8.5” x 11” letter paper size and
larger 11” x 17” paper size
• Landscape and portrait versions
for letter-size paper
• EDITABLE Google Docs and
easy-to-print PDF file format

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

• EDITABLE in Google Doc format and aligned with
standards for Grades 3, 4, and 5, but can be adapted for
younger students
• Includes AASL National School Library Standards for
Learners (2018), National Common Core Standards, and
Pennsylvania (PA) Core ELA Standards

(some affiliate links, current as of May 2020)

Ladybug Terrarium /
Ladybug Garden and Live
Larvae Kit

Amazon link

Insectlore link

Amazon link

Educational
Insights link

Ladybug Live Larvae
Refills

Amazon link
(1 tube)

Insectlore link

Ladybug Life Cycle Stages
tangible models

Amazon link

Insectlore link

Ladybug Life Cycle rubber
stamps & ink pad

Amazon link
(ink pad)

Etsy.com link
(stamps)

Magnifying Glasses

Amazon link #1

Amazon link #2

1. If you want to edit the Center Sign or “How to Write a Resource Citation”
documents, I recommend keeping the “original” and making a copy for your edited
version. If you don’t want your students to see all of the pages, just delete some
Slides or “print to PDF” and select only the pages you want to show.
2. Set the permissions for your edited files and/or upload your saved PDF files to
Google Drive.
IMPORTANT! You must set the sharing
permissions for the uploaded PDF files to:
“Anyone in your district can view” AND
go to the advanced link and check BOTH
boxes for “Prevent editors from changing
access and adding new people” and “Disable
options to download, print, and copy for
commenters and viewers.” Click the “Save
changes” button.
If you do not take this vital step, then any
student or teacher in your Google Classroom
could make a digital copy of this product, and
you will be breaking copyright law. Please be
respectful of the time and energy I put into my
products and keep them within your Google
Classroom only. If a colleague asks you to
share it, please send them the link to download
this product.

3. Even though this center is designed to be paperless, I recommend printing the
center sign and several laminated copies of the “How to Write a Resource Citation”
sheets on 8.5” x 11” letter paper for student reference.
4. Edit the Student Observation and Research Notebook, or choose the one you would
like to use. I recommend adding grade levels to the Google Doc name and title at
the top to help you stay organized.

• You will need to add or update links to all of the PURPLE text in the
Student Observation and Research Notebook to go to your own website, online
library catalog, databases, and the uploaded Center Sign PDF file.

•

o Highlight the purple text and type Ctrl + K on Windows or ⌘ + K on Mac
(hold down the “Ctrl” key or the Command key, then type “K”) to insert a
link, and it should change the text to blue.
Also, the link to the “How to Write a Resource Citation” tutorial currently goes to the PDF
copy in my account, so if you make changes, you will need to update that link as well.

1. When you create or add your assignment in Google Classroom, add the Center
Sign (if you are using it) as an attachment from your Google Drive. Set the
permissions for these files to: “Students may view the file.”

2. You can write your own
directions, or you may
use and/or modify
what I use in the
screenshot (also included
separately in this product).
I like to use Emojipedia to
add picture icons to make
the assignment title more
colorful.
3. Add a link to your
library website (the
home page, or Digital
Resources page) to
encourage students to start
their research there.

4. Add the Add the Ladybug Research Notebook (Student Observation and
Research Notebook) as an attachment from your Google Drive, and set the
permissions to “Make a copy for each student.”
5. After posting the assignment to Google Classroom, any changes you make to the
Ladybug Research Notebook will not be saved in the students’ copies. They will
only save in YOUR original copy, which you will use again next time. However, any
changes you make to the files set to “Students can view file” permissions will be
updated for everyone.
6. Finally, post your assignment in Google Classroom (or multiple Google
Classrooms, if you want).

1. This library center product is designed to be used with

students in library class in grades 2-5, but it can also be used as
a classroom literacy or science center.
2. You and your students MUST have access to Google

Drive and/or Classroom to use this product. Google
Classroom is easiest for managing the centers and giving
feedback, but Google Drive is a minimum requirement.
3. Students at this center will observe ladybugs in an enclosed

terrarium and formulate questions to answer. Using library
resources (either print or online), students will then answer
their questions and cite the resources they used.
For younger students, you may want to adapt the center
using the included editable files.
4. See my blog post on Nature Library Centers to see photos of this

center in action.
5. I assess research library centers in Google Classroom,

where I assign a “grade” of 3-4 points for each question
completed. The rubric is as follows:
• 1 point for the correct answer
• 1 point for each resource (either MLA citation or
bibliographic information written in 1 of the color boxes)
• 1 point for writing a 1 sentence evaluation of why the
resource(s) are true, reliable, trustworthy, etc.
6. Rubric points are all or nothing. There are no half-points, and

students must get full points to get credit for that center. For
instance, if a student completes all 5 questions, he/she would
earn up to 20 points.

7.

Supplies Note - You can often find cheap magnifying glasses
at Target or dollar stores, and ink pads can be purchased at
your local craft store. The ladybug life cycle stamps, however,
can be harder to find.

8.

If you are using the Library Centers Printable Tracking
Booklets & Badges product from my store, you can choose
whether you will stamp their booklets each class, or only when
they get the answer and citation correct. I choose to give
stamps for correct assignments only.

9.

If you are using the Digital Library Centers Menus product
from my store to track student progress, you will be adding a
“green check” for each question that completed correctly, so
that 1 green check = 3 or 4 points.

10. Terms of Use – This product is copyrighted by Collette J. /

Mrs. J in the Library. By purchasing this product, you
are purchasing a one-user license, and you MAY NOT
share this product with others. Feel free to edit any of the
TEXT (not graphic) content according to your needs.
11. Graphics Terms of Use – This product was created using

licensed graphics from several graphics/clipart artists (listed
on last page). It is a violation of copyright law to “lift” or
remove the graphics for other purposes. To obtain your own
license, visit the artists’ websites.
12. Want more practical tips and inspiration for your

library? Sign up for my email newsletter, and I’ll send you
helpful blog posts, resources, and occasional product news
right to your inbox!

